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We're not just

We're your career 
superheroes on 

MS Teams, ready 
to rescue you from 
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Over
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epic than a 
blockbuster 
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It's raining opportunities,
 and we've got the umbrella of 

success ready for you.

DPSGites are currently interning at some of 
the most prestigious startups in the industry.

Exclusive faculty sessions featuring 
luminaries from esteemed institutions: 

King's College London University College London University of Manchester University of Sydney

Monash University Arizona State University
Australian National 

University
University of New 

South Wales
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CCUP's PANDORA BOX

Discover three exciting career routes that bring both thrill and financial success!

AI Specialist

Revolutionizing healthcare and finance, AI specialists create 

algorithms and predictive models, meeting the rising demand 

for their expertise in machine learning and data science.

Genetic Counselor

Essential in personalized medicine, genetic counselors collaborate 

with professionals to guide individuals in understanding and 

deciding based on their genetic information.

Renewable Energy Consultant

Crucial in the shift to sustainability, consultants provide guidance 

on adopting renewable energy solutions, planning and executing 

projects in solar, wind, and other sustainable sources.



Our Whimsical Marauder's Map Guides 

You to the University of Your Dreams

Making it to the university of your dreams can be an enthralling experience, 

we at DPSG provide with a whimsical marauders map to guide you to success.

Research 
Madness:

8Dive into a realm of university rankings, course 
    offerings, and campus vibes.
8Create a spreadsheet with categories like “Weird 
   Campus Tradition” and “Professor Ratings 
   Based on Squirrel Friendliness.”

8Pin a map of the world on your wall.

8Blindfold yourself and throw a dart. The country it 

    hits is your starting point for university hunting.

Decision 
Darts:

Fortune 
Cookie 
Guidance:

8Obtain a pile of fortune cookies.

8Seek wisdom from the cookies on which universities 

    to consider. Follow their mysterious guidance.

Magic 8-Ball 
Shortlist:

8Imagine you're an extraterrestrial ambassador choosing 

   a human learning hub.

8Consider universities as potential intergalactic  

    peacekeeping institutions.

Alien 
Ambassador 
Program:

8Channel your inner mystic by consulting a Magic 8-Ball 

    for each university decision.

8“Will I thrive at XYZ University?” Shake, shake. 'Outlook 

     good!'

8 Evaluate universities based on their meme culture.

8 A university with a vibrant meme community might

    just be the perfect blend of humor and academia.

Meme 
Review 
Criteria:



Parallel 
Universe 
Campus Tours:

8 Take virtual campus tours while listening to 
    interdimensional travel soundtracks.
8 Choose the university where you feel like you 
    could accidentally slip into an alternate reality 
    while studying.

8 Write your application essays as if you're narrating 

     your experiences from the future.

8 Explain how your time-traveling adventures led you 

     to choose this specific university.

Time-Traveling 
Application 
Essays:

Lucky Charm 
Submission:

8 Include a quirky lucky charm with your application.

8Explain its significance in the cover letter, emphasizing 

    its role in your academic success.

Social Media 
Oracle:

8 Document your dreams each night during the 

    decision-making process.

8 If a university appears more than once in your dreams,

    it might be a sign.

Dream Journal 
Decision 
Making:

8 Seek guidance from the university's social media pages.

8 The number of cat gifs and puns in their posts might 

     indicate how well you'll fit in.



Secure your spot in the Placement 

Plus Program before it's too late!

SCAN QR CODE 
TO REGISTER 

CCUP 

Wake-up Call

Grade X is a critical juncture where identifying your strengths is crucial for selecting 

the right academic stream in Class XI. Take advantage of this final opportunity to enroll 

in the Placement Plus program offered by CCUP and benefit from expert guidance. 

As you approach Grade XII and the university application process, the Placement Plus 

Program continues to be a valuable resource.

Why should you register for the 

PLACEMENT PLUS PROGRAM?

▶ Psychometric Testing & Group Counseling Session for Stream Selection

▶ One-to-one Counseling Sessions 

▶ Awareness about Various Destinations

▶ Personalized One-on-One Counseling Sessions 

▶ Expert Guidance on Careers and College/University Choices 

▶ Improved Admission Chances

▶ A ssistance with Application Forms and Essay Reviews

▶ Guidance Through Scholarship Application Process

▶ Assistance in Selecting the Final University


